Abstract. In this paper we present FuzzyPR, a novel fuzzy logic based passage retrieval system for Question Answering Systems (QAS). FuzzyPR employs a fuzzy logic based similarity measure that includes the best performing models to implement the question reformulation intuition. Our experiments show that FuzzyPR achieves consistently better performance in terms of coverage than JIRS on the TREC corpora and slightly better on the CLEF corpora.
Introduction
A Question Answering System (QAS) is one type of information retrieval (IR) system that attempts to find exact answers to user's questions expressed in natural language. In an Open-Domain Question Answering System (ODQAS), questions are not restricted to certain domains and answers have to be found within an unstructured document collection. The Passage Retrieval (PR) system, one component of a QAS, extracts text segments from a group of retrieved documents and ranks these passages in decreasing order of computed likelihood for containing the correct answer to a question. Typically, such text segments are referred to as candidate passages.
A QAS is bound by the performance of its PR component. A PR system that fails to retrieve any answering passages to a question or returns many, large candidate passages will have a negative impact on the effectiveness of a QAS [1] .
Previous research has proposed to use the question reformulation intuition: "frequently, an answer to a (factoid) question can be found as a reformulation of the same question" to build QAS. An example of the application of the reformulation intuition is the question "How much is the international space station expected to cost?" of QA@TREC 11 (QID: 1645) 1 . The answering passage contains the snippet: "(...)United States and Russia, are working together to build the space station, which is expected to cost between $40 billion and $60 billion.(...)". This paper presents FuzzyPR, a language-independent PR system for ODQAS. FuzzyPR includes a fuzzy logic based implementation of the reformulation intuition. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes related work on passage retrieval systems. Section 3 describes and analyzes the main component mechanisms of a PR system. Section 4 describes FuzzyPR and presents its performance results. Finally, Section 5 presents some conclusions and future work.
Related Work
JIRS [2] is a PR system that employs a n-gram model. JIRS supports two extensions to the basic n-gram matching mechanism (called Simple Model ): term weights (called Term Weight ) and both term weights and a distance measure (called Distance Model ). JIRS basically ranks higher passages containing larger sequences of the terms contained in the questions. Brill et al.'s Web QAS [3] builds queries constructed as permutations of the terms employed in the question. Kong et al. [4] use fuzzy aggregation operators in a passage-based retrieval system for documents, where the relevance of a document is re-calculated taking into account the retrieved passages. Other research [?] [4] has also explored the application of fuzzy logic in a QAS.
Although the application of the reformulation intuition has been previously explored to build QAS [2] [3] to our knowledge we are the first to propose a fuzzy logic question-passage similarity measure to model such intuition.
Analysis of Main Component Mechanisms in a Passage
Retrieval System
The reformulation intuition can be modeled using two characteristics of a candidate passage: "most (important) question terms" and "close proximity". The feature "most (important) question terms" is modeled by the fuzzy subset: The degree to which candidate passages contain all question terms. The degree of membership varies from 1 when all important question terms occur within a candidate passage to 0 if no question terms occur within the passage. "Close proximity" is modeled by the fuzzy subset: The degree to which the question terms contained in a candidate passage are juxtaposed. If all question terms of the passage are juxtaposed, then the passage's membership degree in this fuzzy subset is 1. Otherwise, the more distributed the terms are, the lower the degree of proximity approaching 0. The third vague concept that can be used in the reformulation intuition is term matching. In ODQAS, questions and documents commonly suffer from grammatical inflections and typos that have a negative impact on performance. The fuzzy logic interpretation of binary term similarity is the fuzzy subset: The degree to which two terms are identical yielding 1 if the two terms are identical, a value in ]0, 1[ if they have some letters in common, and 0 if they are very different. In the following subsections we briefly analyze fuzzy models to implement: proximity of question terms occurring in a passage and automatic detection of term variations. Further details can be found in [5] .
Proximity of Question Terms Occurring in a Passage
Fuzzy proximity measures calculate the degree of proximity within a document of two or more question terms, based on the following two intuitions: 1) if all matching document terms are juxtaposed then the measure yields 1, and 2) the farther away the matching document terms occur, the lower the degree of proximity.
We evaluated three different fuzzy proximity measures as to their ability in finding answering passages for the first 50 questions of TREC11's question set using the AQUAINT corpus. We used the standard QAS evaluation metrics Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and coverage. MRR is defined as the average of the reciprocal rank r i of the first hit to each question within the top 5 candidate passages:
where
ri if r i ≤ 5 or 0 otherwise and Q is the set of questions. As is done in the JIRS system [2] , we measured coverage on the first top 20 passages. Coverage is defined as the proportion of questions for which an answer can be found within the n top-ranked passages:
where Q is the set of questions, D is the passage collection, A D,q the subset of D containing correct answers for q ∈ Q and R D,q,n the n top ranked passages. Fig. 1 shows that Mercier and Beigbeder's Fuzzy Proximity Measure [6] achieves the same level of coverage at ranks 1-20 as the Extended Distance Factor [5] , but performs 7.2% better in terms of MRR.
Automatic Detection of Term Variations
Term variations are lexical differences-in terms of meaning and spellingbetween a word of the question typed by a user and an equivalent word contained in a document in the corpus. Reasons for term variations include grammatical inflection and spelling mistakes. Two main features are needed in a mechanism to handle term variations effectively: 1) language-independence and 2) effectiveness, measured as tolerance toward common misspellings and grammatical inflections, which are interpreted as a type of misspelling.
Fuzzy term similarity algorithms determine the degree of similarity between two strings. Reflexivity and symmetry are desired properties of these algorithms. We performed a comparative evaluation on the effectiveness of six different algorithms when set to calculate the similarity between 300 English homophone 2 pairs. The average of the similarity computations yields the score of the fuzzy term matching algorithm. Table 1 shows that the normalized longest common subsequence (nLCS) [5] performed best, giving an average homophone pair similarity rate of 0.5984. 2 A homophone pair is two terms pronounced the same but differing in meaning and spelling, thus reflecting misspellings and typos. Examples include "advice vs. advise" and "cite vs. site".
FuzzyPR System and Performance Results
FuzzyPR consists of two components: 1) a question-passage similarity measure module and 2) a passage identification and extraction mechanism adapted to the special needs of QAS. The following subsections describe these components.
Similarity Measure
The similarity measure we propose is the fuzzy logic-based interpretation of the reformulation intuition: "a passage p is relevant to the user's question q if many question terms or variations of these question terms occur in close proximity" described by Equation 3 .
This similarity measure combines lexical and statistical data extracted at term-level into the two fuzzy measures: μ f (p, q) the weighted fraction of question terms q occurring in the passage p and μ p (p, q) the proximity of question terms q within the passage. Using the results of the performance analysis described in Section 3, μ f (p, q) and μ p (p, q) are defined in equations 4 and 5.
where h is the AIWA importance weighted averaging operator [7] with an ANDness of α f = 0.65, t qi is a question term,
n=frequency of t qi in Ω the set of documents, N = |Ω|. sat(p, t qi ) measures the degree to which p contains t qi using the normalized longest common subsequence (nLCS), i.e. sat(p, t qi ) = max 
where μ p (p, q) is a max-normalization of Mercier and Beigbeder's fuzzy proximity method , α f and k are determined experimentally. Aggregating these two fuzzy measures using the weighted minimum gives the overall relevance score wM in, which is defined as: 
Mechanism for Passage Identification and Extraction
A fuzzified variation of the concept arbitrary passages 4 is employed in FuzzyPR. An arbitrary passage is modeled as its membership function in the ideal set of passage sizes as stated in equation 7.
x is a term's location in the passages and d and b adjust the crisp support and the fuzzy support respectively. Due to efficiency concerns, the membership function of the ideal passage size set is transformed into an equivalent symmetric membership function, where the center term of a passage is required to have a question term similarity greater than α and a normalized IDF greater than β. This restriction is justified by the intuition that a passage containing none or very few of the question's terms is unlikely to provide an answer to the question.
Performance Results
We measured the effectiveness of FuzzyPR by comparing its ability to find correct answers to questions in a document corpora with both an adapted PR system that we have integrated within Lucene-a popular vector space search engineand the JIRS PR system [2] . We decided to evaluate the simple model and the distance model of JIRS, because we found that the term weighted model and the simple model perform almost identically. Both JIRS and the PR system implement an index of 3 sentence passages with 1 sentence overlapping. Llopis et al. in [8] report that this approach achieves good results. The PR system allows Lucene to be used as a PR module in a QAS by employing a simple query expansion method. In this method the question term with the lowest IDF is removed until ≥ 20 passages are retrieved from the index of 3 sentence passages.
Because FuzzyPR defines a passage as a number of consecutive terms, we computed and used the arithmetic mean of the average passage sizes of the top 100 passages retrieved by both Lucene, JIRS Distance Model and JIRS Simple Model. In table 2 the numbers in parenthesis are the actual passage sizes used by FuzzyPR.
As test data we used TREC12's set of 495 questions and the corpus called AQUAINT consisting of 1, 033, 461 documents of English news text and Tables 3 and 4 show that FuzzyPR consistently performs better than Lucene's vector space PR system independently of the number of top-ranked passages consulted tested with both TREC12 and CLEF04 QA test data. MRR is improved at least 9.62% and coverage@20 at least 14.47%.
Comparing the performance of FuzzyPR and the two variations of JIRS shows that for TREC12 QA test data in terms of both MRR and coverage FuzzyPR performs consistently better. Compared to the second best PR system: JIRS Distance Model, MRR is improved by 6.73% and coverage@20 by 4.15%. As Table 4 (b) shows, FuzzyPR tested with CLEF04 QA test data in general (18 out of 20 cases) achieves slightly better coverage than JIRS. Table 4 reveals that although FuzzyPR fails to boost coverage at the ranks 1 to 3, at ranks 4 to 20 it achieves a 0%-7.87% higher coverage than number two: JIRS Distance Model. However, in terms of MRR, JIRS Simple Model achieves a MRR of 0.3771, which is 1.2% better than FuzzyPR. This indicates that sometimes answering passages in this collection do not conform to the reformulation intuition. However, this only seems to affect the ability to boost answering passages to higher ranks because JIRS Simple Model falls behind JIRS Distance Model and FuzzyPR for coverage@4-20.
FuzzyPR has been optimized using TREC11 QA test data, which might bias the TREC12 results. However, table 4(b) shows that FuzzyPR achieves the highest coverage at ranks 4 to 20 for CLEF04 QA test data, too. Because Gómez-Soriano et al. [2] evaluated JIRS with CLEF's Spanish, Italian, and French QA test data it is reasonable to assume that JIRS' system parameters have been optimized for these languages. FuzzyPR performs better than JIRS due to the incorporation of two additional fuzzy concept besides those included in the JIRS Distance Model: 1) terms are importance-weighted using inverse document frequencies and 2) instead of n-grams the similarity method uses subsequences of n question terms together with a proximity method yielding the highest similarity when the terms are juxtaposed. Furthermore, compared to JIRS's Distance Model FuzzyPR also fuzzifies 3) the definition of passage size and 4) question terms' occurrences in a passage. A last difference is that FuzzyPR computes the proximity of the question terms occurring in a passage rather than relying on n-gram or subsequence matching.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented FuzzyPR. FuzzyPR implements a fuzzy logic based interpretation of the reformulation intuition. FuzzyPR has three main advantages: 1) its passage identification and extraction methods that enables it to retrieve candidate passages from documents at retrieval time thus avoiding the time-consuming indexing process 7 2) its language-independence property, and 3) its ability to handling spelling errors and grammatical inflections.
Our experiments show that FuzzyPR achieves a consistently higher MRR and coverage than Lucene's PR system and JIRS on TREC corpora. Furthermore it performs better in terms of coverage than JIRS on the CLEF corpora at ranks 4 to 20. In future work we plan to evaluate FuzzyPR with CLEF's French and Italian corpora to test its performance when compared to JIRS.
